




and five panels of





Ducommun Girod 616 with their distinctive mask-above-lyre at
top centre. This late key-wind box, about 1862, comes in maker’s
second set of serial numbers. Redrawing being often necessary
with lithograph printing, several versions of this design have been
found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313
& 464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-
lyre” & composers Herold and Rossini changing sides.

7.



9. L’Epee 78554 [C]. A typical style used by Thibouville Lamy; this long established Parisian maker of
musical instruments was the main agent for L’Epee who did the writing on these tune sheets. Over the years
Thibouville Lamy kept updating the range of Exhibition award medals on their tune sheets, none of which was
awarded for a musical box. About 1907.



See also Tune Sheet No. 103







18. Mermod 56428 [C]. This was Mermod’s long lasting, standard design, adopted about
Serial No. 10,000 and used right to the end. It surrounds the tune list with music, musical
cherubs, stage foliage and the Swiss cross. Their trade mark, with cross and letter S on a shield,
and dated sometimes 1816, sometimes 1840, is in the bottom left corner. About 1891.





1845





his
His

25A B.H Abrahams 7035 [C]. B.H Abrahams chose this design, as seen in No 25 when he
started his business in 1895. It portrays the delights of music and makes some amends for boxes
which were good value for money but stingy with comb teeth. This one is bang up-to-date with
1898 tunes.





1882.
See also tune sheet No. 54





Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this
design have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 &
464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers
Herold and Rossini changing sides..



About 1880.



See also Tune Sheet No. 415.







40.  Paillard 96998 [C]. This tune sheet design, with standing figures and a top border showing
the white cross and both sides of the Paris 1867 medal, originated with the medal winners,
Paillard-Vaucher et Fils [PVF] who added it to the design in that year. It was adopted later by
Paillard’s in about 1882 along with the PVF London Office. This Columbia style box was made
by Paillard about 1892 and the heading is in blue with red high-lighting. Registration of the PVF
trade mark is noted in the bottom margin.













1884
See also Tune Sheet No. 148

1870



1884

See also Tune Sheet No. 29







1841







See also Tune Sheet Nos 182, 376,506









Latest tune is No. 1 by Meyerbeer, 1854. Box probably made in 1855





78. Cuendet 21528 [C*]. These countrified vignettes with musicians, lakeside views, folk dresses
and a few goats come in several versions and were quite widely used by several makers; here it is
used by Cuendet with Ste. Croix restored (see No. 75) and in a diversified landscape of lakes,
mountains and castles with a paddle steamer making too much smoke. Slightly spoiled by the large
tune panel in the centre. Tune 1 is from an 1897 hit. Box probably made in 1898.

















See also Tune Sheet Nos.232 & 510







Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this
design have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 &
464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers
Herold and Rossini changing sides.



See also Tune Sheet Nos.150& 413

See also Tune Sheet Nos. 11 & 103A



103A  Arthur Junod 14944 [C]. A coloured copy of Arthur Junod’s waving shepherd in the hills
seen at No 103; here with thirty cherub musicians keeping company with the four famous
composers in the portraits. Latest Tune is No. 7 of 1883.











114. Rivenc 28806 [*] a style sometimes previously used by Greiner. This one has the unexplained C.F.C with
3522 below the tunes. Rivenc re-started gamme numbers each year so gamme 126 means nothing without its
year date. All early tunes except hit no. 5, 1877.
Box probably made in 1879.













Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this design
have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 & 464; main
variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers Herold and Rossini
changing sides.



Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this
design have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 &
464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers
Herold and Rossini changing sides.





Numerous details changes were made to this design over the years - see Tune
Sheet Nos. 156, 274 & 305.”



134.  Paillard 2699 [C]. Their most common type and was in use in several sizes from the
1860’s until after 1900. Here the size is 15 by 10” (38 x 25cm) on a 43cm movement with three
54-tooth sublime harmony combs, very rare, details in my second book p.120. Made in 1874.
The agent’s sticker in the cartouche is from Perrin-Chopard’s shop in Berne. On interchangea-
ble boxes, which were provided with a tune sheet for each cylinder, there is sometimes a mix
of tune sheets to this design and that of No.40.





137. Rivenc 29290. still using a Greiner tune sheet in 1879; but the governor and the case
bottom stamped with the winged lion of the Brunswick memorial, which was completed
that year. This is an impressive forte piano box with combs of 115 and 70 teeth...a type
then being overtaken by sublime harmonie.

1881







143A Unattributed 5044 [C]. Stylized view in colour of the Lake of Geneva, with Isle Rousseau
and bridge, a boat and three swans in the left foreground as seen in No 143.







Conchon 7279 with one of their trade marks at top left. About 1881. All early tunes except
no.1 which was arranged by D’Albert in 1876 after Sullivan’s version in 1875.
See also Tune Sheet No. 53, & then No. 489 for a colour version.



See also Tune Sheet Nos. 102 & 413



See Nos. 324 & 444 for the larger version of this design with 10 composers per column





Numerous details changes were made to this design over the years - see Tune Sheet Nos.
131, 274 & 305.





159. Mojon, Manger 28441 [C]. Their favoured and registered design includes massive
musical apparatus on a wide landscape with added dancers, folk performers and two branches
full of birds. Here on a six bell box in a buffet style case. The type of case is very rarely noted
on its tune sheet. Latest tune is No. 5 of 1888. Box made about 1890.



162. Rivenc 44191 [C]. This registered design, with Rivenc’s winged lion trade mark lifted
from the ground level decorations of the Brunswick memorial, is by Zurich printer Orell
Fussli. It comes in several versions with various views of the Lake of Geneva and lakeside
sketches in the top corner; here the horse and rider are again seen on top of the monument,
but the perspective is quite different from No. 45. About 1895.





It is now thought that several makers would have used this design, sometimes with
minor variations as with Tune Sheet No 509.”.













See Nos. 324 & 444 for the larger version of this design with 10
composers per column.





See also Tune Sheet Nos. 67, 376 & 506

















Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this
design have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 &
464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers
Herold and Rossini changing sides.



Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this
design have been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 &
464; main variations: border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers
Herold and Rossini changing sides.”





201. Junod 1195 [C] Patents in top border, JAC trade mark centre left, and Helvetia Patent centre
right. A 4-cylinder Interchangeable box, about 1886. Four sets of tunes and composers make
crowded reading even on this 30 by 20cm tune sheet. The Interchangeable cylinder numbers
range from 2 to 1387.



1842



69298

See Tune Sheet No. 406 for a complete image of this tune sheet design as used by Paillard.







1870















. L’Epee 31071 [C]. This is their least common design in the UK, though common in France,
with its 6 cherubs and banners for 10 composers above country and castle pictures. With
3.5" (9cm) cylinder, about 1892.









See Also Tune Sheets Nos. 95 & 510







1838















251. (ALF & S, Paris) on L'Epee 50292. His tune sheet is in the usual Thibouville-Lamy shape but
with simpler top! The note in both top corners means "PATENTS without guarantee from the
government." that is, not patented. The writing in the lower rectangle is all in that typically
French purple ink. Made in 1880; so the first line on my dating chart should go that bit
above 50,000.







1887













269. Unattributed (C) 31430. This is a rare variation of the "two composers" design, with Mozart
and Verdi tastefully labelled, also the Lake Geneva with bridge and music and foliage each side,
and musical cherubs at top centre. Latest tune no. 1, 1879.

See also Tune Sheet No. 410 in the series for a version of this design with the cello
player & singer figures reversed and so in more natural poses.





Numerous detail changes were made to this design over the years - see Tune Sheet
Nos. 131, 156 & 305.



See also Tune Sheet Nos. 405 & 446 for variants





next page









Perrelet

Note: See caption to Tune Sheet No. 359 for reason to change this attribution for Tune
Sheet No. 286.











10177.

See Entry Number 2132 on the “Arthur D Cunliffe Register of Cylinder Musical Boxes”
for identification details.











Numerous detail changes were made to this design over the years - see Tune Sheet Nos.
131, 156 & 274.









Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this design have
been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 & 464; main variations:
border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers Herold and Rossini changing sides.”







Unattributed, possibly by Gueissaz. 7649 [C] on a 9¼" (23cm) cylinder hymn box with 66-tooth
comb, zither and tune indicator. The Switzerland stamp at top right dates it after 1892, and it is
well into the period of highly decorated multi-colour tune sheets. It shows eighteen musical
instruments.
See Tune Sheet Nos. 390 & 413 for reasons for possible attribution of No. 320 to Gueissaz.



Bremond 13948. This is their most common early tune sheet, with white cross above lyre and
panels of composers - 5 a side for up to six tunes then six a side to make room for eight tunes.
It is in typical Bremond style - serial number in top right corner, tune types in thin italic script,
and no credit for any composer. Made in 1872/1873 when all these tunes were widely popular
except possibly no. 7, "The Promise".
Note. A duplicate entry for this Tune Sheet appears at Tune Sheet No.361



L (J. H. Heller) 2705 on a 13" (33cm) cylinder box with six hidden bells, maker not known. Latest
tune is no. 2,1869, so probably made in 1870, rather late for hidden bells. Sold by Heller in Berne,
1875. This tune sheet is the large version of this design, with 10 composers on each column; ; the
smaller version, with 6 composers per column is at Nos. 151 & 177 in the series.
Note: See remarks at Tune Sheet No. 444 correcting the original caption for this Tune Sheet.”.

















Unattributed - But see also Tune Sheet No. 422 for remarks concerning Cuendet as the possible user
of this design. In shades of brown on white, wide for four cylinders, a variant of the decorations on the
"column each side" design, but with the usual five cartouches, - here all left empty. This is an
imposing Longue-Marche box with 1¼" by 3¼" diameter interchangeable cylinders, about 48" wide
and sold as a Paillard at auction - possible if tunes 1 are pinned on the cylinder dots. But more likely
by Baker-Troll, with their type of safety stop, and a tune sheet not associated with Paillard, - and their
occasional trick of leaving out serial numbers.

340























1872/1873.
Note. A duplicate entry for this Tune Sheet appears at Tune Sheet No. 322



16524

Gueissaz

Gueissaz













See also Tune Sheet Nos. 67, 182, & 506





S. Troll.

See Tune Sheet Nos. 429 & 494 which have confirmed this view











Gueissaz

Formerly unattributed, this Tune Sheet now attributed to Gueissaz from information found on





(C*)



395. Nicole 34934. Gamme 1534 with details of the eight tunes and their
composers. This grand format box has a 16.2” x 4” diameter cylinder [101
by 41 mm] and is pinned at 0.08” per second so a full turn of the cylinder
last 156 seconds. A very unusual feature is that the tunes all run to their
appropriate lengths. That is achieved by pairing them in four sets so that
each pair lasts the full turn of the cylinder. For example, Tune 1 lasts 117
seconds and Tune 2 for 39 seconds. Tunes 3 & 4 run for 52 and 104 seconds
respectively, again a full turn. This was clearly a very special order, and
the decorations of the 28” case are also of the highest quality. Made in 1857.
But now see Note ¹ below .

Note 1. When first published in the Third Supplement, the tune sheet
illustrated for this box at #395 was in the form of an engraved silvered
plaque and gave the Serial Number as 34734.See Note ² below. This conflicted
with evidence seen when the box first came to auction in the UK in the
1980’s, at which time it was registered with the AD Cunliffe Register of
Cylinder Musical Boxes and noted as having one of Nicole’s many tune sheet
designs with printer’s borders, bearing the Serial Number 34934 and
printed on blue card. See Note ³ below. At a later auction, in the USA in March 2007
the blue Tune Sheet had been replaced with an engraved silvered plaque
and the inside face of the lid inlaid & refinished in a such a manner as to
provide decorative framework matching the plaque; it was surmised at the
time that this was a modern replacement and the original blue tune sheet
presumably destroyed or lost - hence the original entry at #395 in the
series. Continued-



395 Continued:

However, at the most recent appearance of this box at auction, in the UK in
May 2017, the plaque had been removed and the original and correct blue
Tune Sheet seen here set in its place within the modern framework re- ferred
to above; thus the surmise that it has been destroyed or lost had no
foundation at all; the present fate of the modern plaque is unknown.
Note 2. The engraver of the plaque misread the Serial Number on the
original Tune Sheet and engraved an incorrect figure”7” for the middle digit
instead of the correct “9”.
Note 3. Nicole Tune Sheets were frequently printed on thin buff or off- white
card with many variations to the printer’s border designs; sometimes,
however, they were printed on thin blue card, as here, and sometimes on
green; the significance of these colours, if any at the time they were
produced, is not known. Today, some attribute them to boxes with some
mechanical or musical significance, others as having some meaning in
marketing circles, hence the term “Tradesman’s” applied by the auction- eer
in the 2017 Auction catalogue. Perhaps we shall never know. This is the
only instance of this particular design, without any reference to the box
having been made for an Agent, being recorded in the series.











appears on others of



See also Tune Sheet Nos. 276 &446 for variants.









See also Tune Sheet Nos. 102 & 150































(J.H.Heller) 3201: on unknown maker’s serial 18550 with an organ and nine bells in single line.
The Geneva style tune sheet is similar to those at Nos. 151, 177 and 324. It comes in two sizes,
with 6 composers per column as in Nos. 151 & 177, or with 10 composers per column as here
and No. 324. Unusually the aspect ratio of the two sizes is the same, - 4 by 3. Heller provided a
good number of tune title headings, often printed with an addition by the writer, as here. Box
probably made about 1870.



See also Tune Sheet Nos. 276 & 405 for variants.



















Redrawing being often necessary with lithograph printing, several versions of this design have
been found - see Tune Sheet Nos. 7, 32, 100, 126, 127, 195, 196, 313 & 464; main variations:
border shading, redrawn “mask-above-lyre” & composers Herold and Rossini changing sides.



























See also Tune Sheet No. 78 for black & white version.

















See also Tune Sheet Nos. 67, 182 & 376.





166

See also Tune Sheet Nos. 95 & 232.






